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General approaches to the 
development of museum exhibitions

� Museum exhibition as an interface of the museum 
hypertext: the information environment in a museum 
exhibition to create your own scenarios and routes that 
introduce the participating museums, the city, the 
area, the region and the world (geography, history, 
culture).

� Use of the territory adjacent to the museum building 
for placing navigation/information and as an outdoor 
exhibition (in different degree).

� Use of the territory of the cities as a navigation system 
or an open-air exhibition that supplements an indoor 
exhibition or leading to the museum.

� Use of the Open Karelia information system as part of 
the information environment in museum exhibitions 
and the territory of the cities.



Zaonezhsky Junction (The roads we 
take)

� Concept: Medvezhyegorsk area as a 
system of communications: foot tracks, 
automobile and railroads, waterways, 
airlines, crossroads, bridges, ports, 
terminals, migrations, tourist routes, etc.

� Key exhibition topics: geology, nature, 
waterways, landscapes, archeology and 
history, historical and modern road 
network, GULAG, war. 

� Navigation and visitors information 
system in the city (including a WWII 
complex of the Finnish defensive objects).



View from the Lysukha mountain



View from a tower



Navigation system markers to be 
placed in the city



Navigation system in the city



The museum is situated in the historical 
building, a former hotel of the White Sea –
Baltic Sea Canal



The corridor was chosen as an area to apply 
the new concept



We were inspired by the images of the 
construction of the White Sea – Baltic Sea 
Canal



Visual concept



Design of the corridor space



The exhibition builds on different 
themes of history



Theme: waterways



Theme: natural migration routes of animals



Through the glass cases along the corridor 
you can see other exhibition rooms



You can walk on the bottom of the canal 
and explore the history of these places



Sortavala Key Stones

� Northern Ladoga region and Sortavala as 
a set of blocks that connect the Russian, 
Karelian, Finnish and all-European culture 
as one.

� Theme indoor exhibition = the reference 
guide. Key topics: natural history, 
archeology and ethnography, industrial 
history, military and political history, 
history of communications, history of 
architecture, design and art.

� Theme outdoor exhibition (the stone 
yard).



Stone keys of Sortavala can be traced 
around the city



The museum of Northern Ladoga region is situated 
in the house of Doctor Vinter which is a historical 
building



The new concept will be applied to the 
museum backyard



The idea is to transfer the museum backyard into a 
stone garden that will reflect the map of the Northern 
Ladoga region



Each stone stands for the place where is came from



You can walk through the stone yard by 
taking the walking paths. Each stone has  
information signs.



When entering the stone yard, you can see 
the northern coast of the lake



This area is rich in minerals



The current museum room to be used for the 
new exhibition



Images of boulders gave start to the 
exhibition design



Visual concept. The system of glass cubes 
as the exhibition equipment



Chronograph of the Kostomuksha  
birthplace

� Indoor exhibition:

- City of Kostomuksha - birthplaces of different 
sides and directions of the city life (economy, 
education, culture, citizens, etc.). 

- Mining and stone processing plant (Severstal 
JSC). 

- The movie about the work of the plant.

- Corridor: navigation and information route to 
the exhibition.

� Outdoor navigation and visitors information 
system of the territory adjacent to the museum 
building. 



Historic places in Kostomuksha



City as a museum exhibition 



The museum visitor’s route goes 
through the Lazarev Boulevard



The museum is hidden in a small downtown 
forest area



The museum and cultural center in 
Kostomuksha. Entrance area



Museum labyrinths lead you to the new 
exhibition



Space to be used for the new exhibition 



Images of Sampo, a mine pit and a huge 
industrial site created a new artistic image



Concept draft



Thank you for your attention! 
Questions?

� Egor Permyakov, 
http://www.artnavolok.ru/

� Denis Kuznetsov 

http://project.museumhypertext.com


